Laser diagnostics provides powerful tools for the investigation of dense Z-pinches. In this paper, wire-array Z-pinches are investigated at the 1 MA Zebra generator using laser diagnostics at different wavelengths coupled with x-ray diagnostics. Plasma dynamics during the ablation, implosion, and stagnation stages are observed by multiframe diagnostics. Cascading and nonprecursor implosions are studied in wire arrays. Ultraviolet diagnostics allows deep penetration into the Z-pinch plasma at stagnation. End-on probing reveals the complicated structure of the precursor. Strong magnetohydrodynamic instabilities are found in a dense pinch hidden in the trailing plasma. Small-scale instabilities are seen in the Z-pinch plasma with micrometer resolution. Probing of the pinch from four directions shows asymmetrical trailing plasma in some configurations of wire arrays. Faraday rotation diagnostics reveals the magnetic fields and the current distribution in the plasma of the precursor and Z-pinch. Redistribution of current in the trailing plasma is seen during kink and sausage instabilities in the stagnation stage. The formation of micropinches and hot spots in the Z-pinch is analyzed with coupled laser and x-ray diagnostics. Different laser diagnostics allow the study of Z-pinch plasmas in all stages, including fast dynamics and instabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Z-pinches are efficient laboratory sources of powerful x-ray radiation. They can be applied in a number of areas of high-energy-density laboratory plasma physics, including laboratory astrophysics, atomic and radiation physics and spectroscopy, studies of material properties, and fusion research. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Although there has been impressive experimental progress in Z-pinch physics and its applications at currents of 10-20 MA, many aspects of the physics of dense Z-pinches can be studied at load currents in the range 1-2 MA.
Laser probing diagnostics has been widely used for investigation of Z-pinch plasmas and to clarify the physical processes involved in Z-pinches. The main stages involved in wire-array Z-pinch and plasma instabilities were elucidated in the first decade of this century. [6] [7] [8] [9] The formation of a corecorona structure on wires after flashover and the generation of a periodic plasma jets in the ablation stage was investigated in Ref. 6 . Ablation plasma streams reach the center of a cylindrical wire array and form a precursor plasma column. During the implosion stage, the plasma of a cylindrical wire array implodes in a snowplow manner and produces a dense Z-pinch. 7 End-on and side-on probing at a wavelength of 532 nm was applied to study the ablation and implosion stages. The Z-pinch radiates a short powerful x-ray burst during the stagnation stage. The Z-pinch plasma column is highly inhomogeneous owing to the development of strong magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) kink and sausage instabilities. Bright, powerful, and compact x-ray sources termed micropinches or "hot spots" arise in different types of Z-pinch. 10 All of the abovementioned features of wire array Z-pinches have been observed in different machines at load currents from 1 to 10 MA.
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The application of multiframe laser diagnostics to Z-pinches has revealed the implosion dynamics in wire arrays. The formation and dynamics of plasma bubbles at the beginning of the implosion stage in cylindrical wire arrays have been studied with side-on probing at 532 nm.
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Precursor plasma columns in wire arrays have been found to contain fine structures with large-and small-scale instabilities.
instabilities to smaller scales has been linked to flute-mode turbulence in the precursor plasma.
14 Faraday rotation diagnostics has allowed the investigation of magnetic fields and reconstruction of the current distribution in wire arrays. Currents of 0.1-0.2 MA have been measured in the precursor plasma column in the ablation stage.
15 Bubble-like areas with perturbations of the magnetic field have been observed in Faraday images of the precursor plasma. The main features of the formation and evolution of the dense pinch and trailing mass have been studied with laser diagnostics at a wavelength of 532 nm.
Shadowgraphy, interferometry, schlieren, and Faraday rotation diagnostics have provided data about Z-pinch plasmas with electron densities of the order of 10 19 cm 23 . However, laser diagnostics in the optical range cannot be applied to the stagnation phase of Z-pinches owing to strong absorption and refraction of the laser beam in the dense plasma. A laser beam of wavelength 532 nm cannot pass through the trailing plasma and probe the Z-pinch. However, ultraviolet (UV) laser diagnostics has shown promise for the investigation of dense Z-pinch plasmas. [16] [17] [18] In this paper, we describe the investigation of wire-array Z-pinches at the Nevada Terawatt Facility (NTF) at the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR). Laser diagnostics at wavelengths from 213 to 1064 nm have been applied to wire arrays at different phases. Different configurations of wire arrays are studied, including star, linear (planar), and double-cylinder loads. UV high-resolution diagnostics is deployed at the 1 MA Zebra generator and allows detailed investigation of the stagnation stage in a dense Z-pinch. Laser probing includes side-on and end-on shadowgraphy, interferometry, and Faraday rotation diagnostics. Shadowgraphy with a spatial resolution of <5 mm shows microperturbations of the plasma density in the precursor and Z-pinch. Two-frame diagnostics reveals fast plasma motion in the Z-pinch in the stagnation phase. The structure of the magnetic fields is revealed and the redistribution of current in the trailing plasma and Z-pinch is reconstructed using Faraday diagnostics. UV diagnostics reveals the origin of "hot spots" in Z-pinches. Laser probing in four directions reveals strong asymmetry of some wire-array Z-pinches. The dynamics of implosion and stagnation and the development of instabilities in Z-pinches are in agreement with three-dimensional MHD simulations.
II. LASER DIAGNOSTICS FOR Z-PINCH PLASMAS
Laser diagnostics must be optimized for the plasma object of interest. The propagation of a probe beam in a plasma depends on the laser wavelength. Different diagnostics may have specific goals and fields of application. Shadowgraphy, interferometry, schlieren, and Faraday rotation diagnostics are the most common imaging diagnostics for plasmas. They deliver information on density, dynamics, gradients, and magnetic fields in a plasma. The phase shift, absorption, scattering on gradients, and rotation of the plane of polarization of the laser beam in a plasma depend on the wavelength of the radiation.
The formulas presented below define these parameters in a plasma.
The critical plasma density n c defines an electron density threshold for propagation of laser radiation in a plasma:
with l measured in cm and n c in cm 23 . The critical density n c = 4 × 10 21 cm 23 at 532 nm, and n c = 1.6 × 10 22 cm 23 at the fourth harmonic of the neodymium laser (266 nm). For example, a laser-produced plasma can be at the critical density for heating by infrared (IR) light, but transparent to UV probing. The electron plasma density in MA-level Z-pinches is less than critical. In this case, absorption and refraction in the plasma are important for diagnostics. The increment of inverse bremsstrahlung absorption is proportional to l 2 [Refs. 19 and 20] :
where l is the laser beam wavelength in cm, n e is the electron plasma density in cm 23 , T e is the electron temperature in eV,
Þ is the Coulomb logarithm, Z is the ionic charge, and n c is the critical density. The total absorption depends exponentially on the increment and the plasma size. The advantage of UV radiation is most pronounced in a plasma with high absorption. At a high plasma density, the IR and optical ranges cannot be used, but transmission in the UV range may still be acceptable. UV diagnostics shows a significant advantage in dense plasma over diagnostics in the IR and visible ranges. However, a plasma object with a low density is transparent to UV radiation. Diagnostics in the IR and optical ranges are preferable for plasmas with electron density < 10 19 cm
23
[Refs. 21 and 22] .
Interferometry allows reconstruction of the electron plasma density from the phase shift of a laser beam in a plasma. The phase shift is calculated from the shift of fringes in the interferogram using the formula 23,24
where a is measured in fringes, l is in cm, and the plasma length L is in cm. Abel inversion is used for reconstruction of the radial electron density in plasma objects with spherical or cylindrical symmetry.
The angle of refraction on the plasma gradient, Q, can be calculated using the formula 23,24
where the refraction angle is in radians and other quantities are in cm. The refraction angle Q is proportional to l 2 and so is smaller by a factor of 16 at a wavelength of 266 nm compared with 1064 nm. Refraction of rays is responsible for the efficiency of schlieren diagnostics. A schlieren effect can be seen in shadowgrams if the acceptance angle of the laser beam path is smaller than the refraction angle.
Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization of the laser beam depends on the magnetic field in the plasma. The angle of rotation of the plane of polarization, b, is given by
where the rotation angle is in radians, the wavelength l is in cm, the length L of the plasma slab is in cm, and the electron density n e is in cm 23 . B x , in gauss, is the projection of the magnetic field onto the direction of the laser beam. The angle of rotation of the plane of polarization is proportional to l 2 , which allows one to measure stronger magnetic fields in the Z-pinch in the UV range. IR Faraday rotation diagnostics are sensitive to magnetic fields in a low-density plasma, but refraction on plasma gradients should be taken into account.
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Equations (1)- (5) help to determine optimal wavelengths and diagnostic types, depending on the density, gradient, and size of the plasma object. UV laser probing allows deeper penetration in dense plasmas. UV diagnostics allows investigation of 1 MA Z-pinches even in the stagnation stage. The short wavelength of UV radiation can also provide higher spatial resolution of laser diagnostics owing to the smaller diffraction limit. Laser diagnostics in the IR and optical ranges are more effective for investigation of plasmas of lower density.
III. LASER DIAGNOSTICS AT THE ZEBRA GENERATOR
Z-pinch experiments were performed at the Zebra pulsed power generator.
26 The 1 MA current pulse of the generator has a rising edge of 80 ns (10-90%), with a current prepulse of 200 ns. 27 The impedance of the transmission line is 1.9 V. A regime with enhanced load current of 1.5-1.7 MA is available with the use of a load current multiplier. 28 The configuration of the anode-cathode area is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Current is measured by three B-dot sensors placed on the anode plate and one sensor located in the stack before the load. The configuration of the anode-cathode area allows installation of apparatus in the vacuum chamber. Optics and apparatus are mounted on damping platforms owing to the strong after-shot shock >200g.
Laser diagnostics can use 5 and 7.5 cm windows spaced at 22.5°increments in the vacuum chamber as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The solid arrows in Fig. 1(b) show channels for regular side-on diagnostics, including five-frame shadowgraphy, interferometry, schlieren, and Faraday rotation diagnostics. Details of diagnostics in different experiments are presented in Refs. 15, 29, and 30. The dotted arrows in Fig. 1(b) show probing of the Z-pinch in four directions with 45°shifts.
31 Figure 1 (c) shows an end-on laser polarimeter. A laser beam polarized by a polarizer (P) passes vertically through the wire array. A mirror (M) in the hollow cathode reflects the beam to the window in the chamber. A crystal wedge (W) acts as the second polarizer of the polarimeter and splits two orthogonal polarizations.
Mach-Zehnder and shearing air-wedge interferometers 32 are used for plasma density measurements. A differential interferometer is less sensitive by a factor of 5-10 compared with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. This allows measurements of higher electron density, especially in the UV range.
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A commercial Nd:YAG laser (EKSPLA SL-334) is used for plasma diagnostics. The laser generates pulses of duration of 150 ps at wavelengths 1064, 532, and 266 nm and energies 500, 240, and 80 mJ. A fifth harmonic at 213 nm was generated with an additional b-barium borate (BBO) crystal. Four laser harmonics propagating in one beam path can be used for four-color plasma diagnostics in a single shot.
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Three-channel Faraday rotation diagnostics at wavelengths of 532 and 266 nm are used at the Zebra chamber for measurements of magnetic fields.
15,20
The current distribution in the precursor and trailing plasma near the Z-pinch can be reconstructed from the magnetic field profile.
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The spatial resolution of regular laser diagnostics at the Zebra generator is 12-25 mm, depending on the installed configuration and the magnification of the beam path. A UV laser channel with resolution 4 mm is used for investigation of small-scale perturbations in the Z-pinch. 16 The configurations of the channels and diagnostics are varied according to the goals of specific experiments.
Z-pinches were produced by implosion of cylindrical, planar, 37 and star 38 wire arrays 2 cm tall. Arrays typically consisted of 8-32 wires. Various wire materials such as Al and Au were tested in different shots. 
IV. STUDY OF WIRE ARRAYS IN THE ABLATION AND IMPLOSION STAGES
A. Implosion dynamics in wire arrays Implosion in cylindrical wire arrays was investigated by extreme UV (XUV) 39 and side-on laser diagnostics at 532 nm. 12, 15 These diagnostics showed that the plasma implodes in a bubble-like manner. Two-frame shadowgraphy allows detailed investigation of the origin and dynamics of implosion bubbles. Bubbles are blown from the wire material when breaks in the cores arise on wire waists, as seen in Figs. 2 (a) and 2(b). The Ampère force accelerates the plasma of the bubbles to velocities of 200-300 km/s over several nanoseconds. The imploding plasma front is inhomogeneous owing to the bubble-like structure. The size of the plasma bubbles decreases as the number of wires increases, but implosion inhomogeneity is seen even in arrays with hundreds of wires. 40 A sketch of an implosion is shown in Fig. 2 (d). After implosions in low-wire-number cylindrical arrays and small-diameter arrays, a significant portion of the material remains at the initial position of the wire and implodes later. The schlieren image in Fig. 2 (e) shows nonimploded material in an Al 4-wire array. The streams of plasma have the shape of a belt around the initial position of the wire. This shape is formed in the ablation phase, as shown in the sketch of the wire below image (e).
Figures 2(f) and 2(g) show an implosion in a W cylindrical wire array 3 mm in diameter (f) 1.5 ns before and (g) 8 ns after the maximum of the x-ray pulse. A significant part of the material implodes later, resulting in the generation of a long (25-35 ns) x-ray pulse. Secondary implosions are sources of additional x-ray energy in Z-pinches. 9, 35 In low-wire-number cylindrical arrays, bubble-like implosions that are asymmetrical and inhomogeneous in space and time result in a longer x-ray pulse and lower power. Implosion inhomogeneity is imprinted on the Z-pinch and seeds sausage and kink instabilities.
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Cascade implosion in star wire arrays help to mitigate implosion inhomogeneity. 38, 42 The two-frame shadowgram in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) present a cascade implosion in a 3-ray 12-wire star array. Owing to inductive current division, implosion begins in wires of the outer cylinder. Plasma of the outer array moves and collides with wires in the inner array. During hydrodynamic collision, the moving plasma merges with the plasma of the wire at the next cylinder, and the current switches. Finally, material imploding in the ray is concentrated in a single plasma column, moving to the center. The formation of this plasma column is shown in the two-frame shadowgram in Figs the plasma column, while the leading edge of the moving plasma remains uniform. The homogeneity of the imploding plasma explains the high x-ray power radiated by star wire arrays. During implosions in low-wire-number cylindrical arrays, a significant part of the material stays at the initial position of wire and implodes later. A cascade implosion has a more efficient snowplow effect on the material of the wire array. A cascading regime provides generation of short, powerful x-ray pulses in star wire arrays, 38 but the total radiated energy is smaller compared with small-diameter and planar loads. 29, 37 B. Transparent and nontransparent implosion regimes in wire arrays
Cascade implosions in star wire arrays exhibit a hydrodynamic nontransparent regime when the imploding plasma hits the next wire, resulting in plasma mixing. 38, 41, 42 Transparent propagation of plasma of the external cylinder of wires through the internal cylinder was found in nested arrays consisting of 100-300 wires. 43 Owing to inductive current division, the current in the internal cylinder was only ;4% of the total current. This may decrease the efficiency of the implosion and the generation of the x-ray pulse. Two modes of implosion can be realized in low-wire-number nested arrays at the 1 MA generator. 44 Changing the wire configuration in 8-to 24-wire star arrays allows one to tune the current distribution and provides the transparent regime of implosion in star arrays with "gates."
45 The inductance and current in the inner cylinder was varied by altering the wire lengths. The current in the wire arrays was calculated using formulas from Refs. 46 and 47. Figure 4 presents a two-color shadowgram of implosion in an Al 3-ray star wire array with double wires ("gates") in the inner circle. The stainless steel gate wires are 4 cm long, whereas the other wires in the rays of the star are of aluminum and 2 cm long. The gate width is 0.5 mm. In this configuration, only a small part of the current flows in the gate wires. The shadowgrams in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), taken at 532 and 266 nm, respectively, show that the gate wires remain at their initial positions and do not merge with the imploding plasma. At this time, other wires in the star array are imploding to the center and passing through the gates. This plasma front is shown by the arrows in Fig. 4 . The imploding plasma has passed through the transparent 0.5 mm gates and keeps moving to the center of the star array. The shadowgram in Fig. 4 (a) at a wavelength of 532 nm clearly shows the imploding plasma, while that in Fig. 4 (b) at 266 nm reveals the narrow plasma columns of the gate wires.
The current in the wires and return posts, I, was calculated assuming that the magnetic field associated with each wire and return current posts varies as m 0 I/2pr, where r is the radius of the current-carrying region around the wire or post. If the array consists of N w wires and N b posts, then the inductance of the wire-post loop is given by
where L ik, jm is the mutual inductance between the ik and jm contours, the wire indices are i and j, the back-current post indices are k and m, and the distance between wires or posts p and q is r pq . If i = j or k = m, then r is the radius of the wire or post. The magnetic flux associated with each current path is
This results in an equation system of size N w × N b . The currents are calculated by inverting the matrix of magnetic flux contours. The magnetic field B and the j × B force at the wires are calculated by summation of all the fields from the wires and back posts. 
C. Nonprecursor ablation and implosion in wire arrays
At the ablation stage, j × B forces move plasma to the center of the array. In cylindrical wire arrays, a precursor arises during the ablation stage. 49 At the end of implosion, the precursor collapses to a dense Z-pinch. The formation of the precursor was observed in nested wire arrays at the Z machine. 50 However, in large 70-mm-diameter nested wire arrays, the precursor plasma was absent owing to plasma from the external cylinder not reaching the axis during the 100 ns implosion time. 50 A rocket model describes ablation of plasma and accumulation in the precursor. 48 However, some configurations of planar, star, and double-cylinder wire arrays allow plasma ablation without the formation of a precursor in the array center. 51 Nonprecursor regimes allow understanding to be obtained of the role of the precursor in Z-pinch formation. The ablating plasma streams can be controlled by changing the magnitude and direction of the initial j × B forces. Planar wire arrays give the simplest examples of manipulation of j × B forces applied to wires. 42 Calculations show that the j × B force applied to wires close to the center is directed away from the center if the gap between the two central wires is wider than the other interwire gaps. The two-frame shadowgram in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) shows the beginning of the implosion in a linear 6-wire array with a gap between the two central wires that is 50% larger than the interwire gap between the remaining wires. The vertical arrows show the center of the array. Mass ablation is higher on the edge wires. The implosion starts at the edges and moves to the center of the array. The central gap in the array is not filled by plasma even in the second frame, 9 ns before the beginning of the x-ray pulse. The j × B force on wires close to the center in Fig. 6(b) is directed away from the center. Finally, two plasma columns collapse to form a dense Z-pinch at the center of the array when the current switches to these columns. An interesting effect in this implosion is the formation of two precursors between wires. Figure 6 (c) shows a timing diagram with the current and x-ray pulses. The arrows show the positions of 6 ns frames from the x-ray pinhole camera. Two plasma columns arise in the x-ray image 45 ns after the beginning of the current pulse and disappear in the next frame. New plasma columns arise at the positions of the two wires closest to the center, as can be seen in the last x-ray frame taken immediately before the main x-ray pulse.
Star wire arrays can also implode in the nonprecursor regime. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show cascade implosion without the formation of a precursor. Star arrays can operate in either regime, depending on the numbers of wires and rays and on the distances between wires. During the nonprecursor implosion regime, a short powerful x-ray pulse is generated in a star array. Calculations of magnetic fields and implosion regimes in stars were performed in Ref. 4, 017401-6 parison of an initial global B-field in a double-cylinder array with the local B-field from a neighboring wire shows that the local field is stronger if Dr < R 0 /(N 2 2). Here, R 0 and N are the radius and number of wires of the double-cylinder array and Dr R 0 . However, the implosion becomes more complicated in closely spaced nested arrays with Dr = 0.25-0.5 mm. 52 Plasma from wires of the external cylinder ablates and implodes on wires on the internal cylinder. Closely located wires cease to be separated, the currents in the wires merge, and ablating plasma jets from coupled wires create a precursor at the center of the array.
D. Structure of the precursor in cylindrical wire arrays
A stable precursor plasma column arises on the axis of the array during the ablation stage. The arrival of plasma at the axis is due to the formation of a core-corona structure in the wires. The prefilling of the interior of the wire array influences the formation of the main Z-pinch and may reduce instabilities at the imploding plasma front. Precursors in wire arrays have been investigated in detail by side-on laser probing and XUV diagnostics. The XUV diagnostics revealed the structure of the precursor, 52 which may be linked to the temperature distribution in the latter. End-on diagnostics at 532 and 355 nm were used in the ablation stage for investigation of plasma streams. 53 We studied the internal structure of the precursor during the implosion and stagnation stages by UV diagnostics. End-on diagnostics at a wavelength of 266 nm provided data about the imploding plasma streams, the structure of the precursor, and the trailing plasma near the stagnated Z-pinch. The laser diagnostics setup presented in Fig. 1(c) provides both end-on and side-on images of the wire array. A polarimeter was used for investigation of depolarization of the laser beam in the plasma near the Z-pinch. The heights of the loads were decreased to 1 cm to reduce absorption of the laser beam in the Z-pinch plasma.
Figures 7(a)-7(c) show shadowgrams and an interferogram from a shot with an Al 8-wire cylindrical array 12 mm in diameter. Images were taken in the implosion stage 7 ns before the maximum of the generated x-ray pulse. The arrows labeled (1) in Fig. 7(a) indicate the forked structure of the plasma streams near the precursor. An enhanced density on the edge of the precursor is another feature in this shadowgram. Both features are presented in the interferogram in Fig. 7(b) . The plasma density in the precursor cannot be reconstructed, owing to the absence of undisturbed reference fringes. However, qualitative interferograms give complementary data owing to the fact that interferometry is not sensitive to temperature and ionization state. Interferometry shows semitransparent areas with a smaller plasma density in the precursor. Fork-like tips of plasma streams can be produced by collisions of plasma with the precursor when the plasma splits on the edge clockwise and counterclockwise. Plasma streams from wires to the precursor to produce dense areas on the precursor column, labeled (2) looking end-on in Fig. 7(b) and side-on in Fig. 7(c) .
Plasma at the precursor center is denser compared with the main precursor column, as shown by label (3). The precursor plasma column is supported by the balance between the kinetic pressure of streaming plasma and the thermal pressure of plasma in the precursor. 54 Current in the precursor column 15 may also play a role in this balance.
The precursor plasma column collapses at the end of implosion and produces a dense Z-pinch. Side-on images show nonimploded plasma of lower density. Depolarization of the laser beam in the trailing plasma was studied with the threechannel UV polarimeter shown in Fig. 1(c) . The polarimeter takes a shadowgram, a differential interferogram, and an image in depolarized light.
Several factors can affect the polarization of a laser beam in a plasma. An axial magnetic field produces Faraday rotation in a magnetized plasma. Kink instability may generate an axial B-field in the Z-pinch, but this B-field is much smaller than the azimuthal component. In this case, other mechanisms of depolarization in a plasma can play an important role. For example, the Cotton-Mouton effect can induce elliptic polarization if the magnetic field vector is orthogonal to the beam wavevector.
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Depolarization on plasma gradients orthogonal to the laser beam 55 might also be important. Strong plasma gradients were observed in the imploding plasma and trailing material by sideon diagnostics. of the incident and depolarized beams. This coefficient was calculated from the shadowgram in Fig. 7(a) , the depolarized image in Fig. 7(b) , and appropriate reference images. A coefficient of depolarization of 0.05-0.15 was measured in different areas of the trailing plasma. Next, we constructed an image using the ratio of the normalized shadowgraphy and depolarized light images to observe objects responsible for depolarization. Estimates show that the expected impacts of Faraday rotation and Cotton-Mouton ellipticity are too small to be significant, but depolarization on plasma gradients can explain the observed effect. For a plasma length L = 1 cm and density gradient size l = 30 mm, a depolarization coefficient is in agreement with experimental values. Depolarization may occur on small-scale objects in the trailing plasma seen in side-on shadowgrams.
V. STUDY OF WIRE-ARRAY Z-PINCHES IN THE STAGNATION STAGE
UV laser probing demonstrates a significant advantage compared with laser diagnostics in the optical range. This allows direct investigation of dense plasmas in wire arrays in the ablation, implosion, and stagnation phases. 30, 31, 33 In this section, plasma dynamics and instabilities are studied in 1 MA wirearray Z-pinches at stagnation.
A. Plasma instabilities in the Z-pinch
Plasma instabilities play a crucial role in the dynamics and radiation capability of Z-pinches. The peak power of a Z-pinch may be limited by the growth of MHD instabilities in the stagnation stage. The stagnated Z-pinch is unstable to both the sausage and kink perturbations. Z-pinch plasma instabilities at the 1 MA pulsed power machine can be studied with UV laser diagnostics.
A setup for UV laser diagnostics at a wavelength of 266 nm was presented in Refs. 16, 18, and 20. A two-component quartz lens in the UV beam path was installed in the vacuum chamber of the Zebra generator and provided spatial resolution of ;4 mm with a field of view of 3 mm. A Z-pinch was probed by two sideon laser beams at wavelengths of 532 and 266 nm, with an angle between channels of 22.5°, as shown by the pictogram in Fig. 8 . All laser channels were spatially co-aligned in reference shots on the tip of a removable needle in the center of the wire array.
Strong kink instability and formation of micropinches at the maximum of the x-ray pulse was observed with UV laser diagnostics in Refs. 30 and 56. Shadowgrams at a wavelength of 532 nm typically show a plasma column of trailing plasma. UV shadowgraphy reveals a dense pinch inside the trailing material. Figure 8 presents images of the cylindrical wire-array Z-pinch taken at two wavelengths. The two-frame shadowgram at 532 nm shows a plasma column taken (a) 11 ns and (b) 25 ns after the maximum of the x-ray pulse. The shadowgram (c) at 266 nm presents an area of the rectangle in (a) at the first frame. The UV laser beam penetrates the trailing plasma and reveals the dense pinch with strong kink instability. This dense pinch was hidden inside the column of trailing plasma. The shadowgram (b) at 532 nm shows large growth of the kink 25 ns later. The development of plasma instability is in agreement with 3D MHD Gorgon simulations performed for wire arrays at the Zebra generator.
56 Figure 8 demonstrates the significant advantage of UV diagnostics compared with diagnostics in the optical range. UV diagnostics at 266 nm allows investigation of different aspects of dense plasma in the 1 MA wire-array Z-pinches. Absorption in the plasma is the main limitation of UV probing. However, it is possible to enhance the intensity of the laser beam on the CCD. A slit can be installed on the CCD camera such that the central area of the Z-pinch is open but illumination of side areas is blocked. The intensity of the laser beam on the slit during a Zebra shot can be increased by a factor of 10-40 compared with the reference shot.
In this way, strong absorption in a dense plasma can be mitigated. The slit protects the CCD camera from damage in the side areas with low absorption. High laser energy and narrowband spectral filtering are important to distinguish the UV laser signal from plasma self-emission.
Dense Z-pinches studied with enhanced laser intensity using high-resolution UV diagnostics. Figure 9 (a) shows a shadowgram of the central area of the pinch of an Al 18-wire star array. Figures 9(b) and 9 (c) present magnified areas from the shadowgram. Density perturbations with a characteristic scale of 10-20 mm are seen in the plasma on high magnification. Smallscale density perturbations were also observed in the precursor plasma 56 and in the pinch at the end of the stagnation stage.
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Another type of plasma instability in wire-array Z-pinches is presented in Ref. 30 . Modulation with a period of 100-300 mm has been observed on the edges of the pinch.
B. Plasma dynamics and asymmetry of wire-array Z-pinches
A dense Z-pinch is typically surrounded by nonimploded trailing material. X-ray and laser diagnostics of Z-pinches often collect data in one spatial direction. Data from diagnostics may vary in different azimuthal directions if the trailing plasma is asymmetrical. Understanding the spatial profile of the Z-pinch and the trailing plasma at stagnation is important for interpretation of diagnostic data. Asymmetry of the trailing plasma is linked to the implosion features of the wire array.
The high penetration capability of UV diagnostics allows investigation of plasma dynamics in Z-pinches in the stagnation stage. Two-frame UV shadowgraphy was used to study plasma motion in a stagnated pinch. The laser pulse was split into two pulses with orthogonal polarizations. 16 These pulses propagated through the Z-pinch plasma in one direction with a delay of 2.7-7 ns. A crystal wedge split orthogonal polarizations after the pulses had passed the pinch. The two laser pulses propagated in one beam path. Depolarization in the beam path was minimized by using appropriate dielectric mirrors. Polarizers separated the two pulses with different delays onto two CCD cameras. An air-wedge differential interferometer was used for measurements of plasma density. formation of plasma jets, which move from one bulge to another and create a plasma bridge. This plasma bridge may work like an additional path for current, which can bypass the main current flowing in the neck of the pinch. Two-frame diagnostics shows that plasma jets move with a velocity >100 km/s. 16 This velocity is comparable to the implosion velocity in the 1 MA Z-pinch.
The dotted squares in the two-frame UV shadowgram in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) show a neck in the first frame and a gap on the pinch in the second frame. We can link this dynamics to the fast collapse and formation of a micropinch and a hot spot on the neck. The collapse results in explosion of the hot spot and the formation of a gap on the pinch where plasma is absent. Optical and x-ray images from this shot deliver additional data. The image in Fig. 10(d) from the optical streak camera shows that a 2 mm load implodes to the pinch with almost the same diameter. The stagnation stage with bright radiation in this image lasts ;40 ns. The two x-ray frames in Fig. 10 (e) with 5 ns between frames were filtered for photon energy > 3 keV. The frames show the evolution of bright spots on the Z-pinch. The spatial resolution of the pinhole images is 0.25 mm. A timing diagram for the laser and x-ray frames is shown in Fig. 10(f) . The dotted squares in the x-ray images show radiation from the neck plasma in frame (e-1) and a bright spot in frame (e-2) formed by the collapse of the micropinch. Fast expansion of the plasma after the collapse produces the gap in the Z-pinch seen in the shadowgram (b).
Plasma instabilities and inhomogeneous implosion in an asymmetrical wire array may result in the formation of an asymmetrical Z-pinch. We studied spatial profiles of Z-pinches using four-channel shadowgraphy at a wavelength of 266 nm. Three beam splitters split the input laser beam into four channels with equal energy and delay, spaced at 45°increments as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The difference in delays in the channels was ;0.1 ns. Four images of the plasma were transferred to appropriate CCD cameras through four three-lens beam paths with the same lenses, magnification, and acceptance angle of 2.8°. 31 A reference laser image was recorded in every channel before the main shot. We studied cylindrical loads and linear and star wire arrays. Figure 11 shows four shadowgrams of a Z-pinch produced by a linear 8-wire array taken in the stagnation stage. A zero probing angle in Fig. 11(a) corresponds to propagation of the laser beam along the line of wires in the planar arrays. The shadowgrams from the four directions in Fig. 11 are very different. Image (a) reveals a narrow homogeneous pinch with 0.5-1 mm plasma jets orthogonal to the wire array. The shadowgram (c) is taken in the orthogonal direction to image (a). One feature of the image is the presence of finger-like nonimploded plasma near the edges of the linear array. The trailing plasma has necks and bulges with vertical periods of 2-3 mm. Most of the trailing plasma stays in the plane of the line of wires in the stagnation stage owing to the "planar" nature of the implosion. Wide trailing plasma can absorb x-ray radiation in one direction, which results in asymmetrical radiation of the Z-pinch.
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Cylindrical and star wire-array Z-pinches exhibit less asymmetry of the trailing plasma. Inhomogeneous implosion can seed asymmetrical kink instabilities in cylindrical wire arrays. Cascade implosion in star arrays forms a Z-pinch without kink instability and with a small amount of trailing material.
Assymetry of the trailing plasma is important for laser and optical diagnostics when cylindrical symmetry of the plasma is assumed for Abel inversion. Asymmetry of the Z-pinch plasma can make interpretation of data from laser and x-ray diagnostics difficult if these are taken from different azimuthal directions.
C. "Bright spots" in wire-array Z-pinches Small strongly radiating bright (hot) spots are observed in all kinds of Z-pinches, including wire arrays, gas puffs, plasma foci, and X-pinches. Hot spots radiate continuum spectrum in the keV range that is a signature of the high plasma density. The electron plasma density in X-pinches is in the range of 10 22 -10 23 cm 23 [Ref. 58] . The electron temperature in hot spots varies from 1 to 3 keV. 59 The hot spot that occurs in the cross-over area of the wires in an X-pinch is well investigated. This hot spot radiates during ;100 ps in the keV spectral range with a dense core of size 1-5 mm. 58 In other types of Z-pinch, hot spots arise on the pinch spontaneously in space and time. We used a high-dynamic-range x-ray streak camera coupled with UV laser diagnostics to study hot spots in wire-array Z-pinches.
Two Au and CsI photocathodes of the streak camera recorded images in the energy ranges of 50-200 eV and >0.8 keV, respectively. 60 The temporal resolutions of the streak camera were 100 and 10 ps in the 50 and 5 ns sweep ranges, respectively. The streak camera was triggered by the 150 ps UV laser pulse, and the main probing UV pulses were delayed. This provided accurate timing of laser frames to the streak image. The spatial resolution of the photocathode with a 40 mm slit was 100 mm. X-ray and laser diagnostics were co-aligned with an accuracy of ;0.5 mm. UV laser diagnostics operated either as two-frame shadowgraphy or as a threechannel polarimeter with a field of view of 8 mm × 8 mm and a spatial resolution of 15 mm. The experiments were performed with compact cylindrical and planar wire arrays. These loads generate numerous bright spots in every shot. Figure 12 presents (a) a streak image and (b) a shadowgram taken in a shot with a cylindrical wire array 3 mm in diameter. The streak image reveals short-lasting, compact, powerful sources of x-ray radiation. Images (a) and (b) are vertically coaligned with equal spatial magnification. The vertical arrow in (a) marks the temporal position of the UV shadowgram. A width of the arrow line fits a duration of the laser pulse. A dashed arrow shows that a hot spot in the streak image coincides in time and space with a micropinch on the Z-pinch. This UV image of the micropinch is similar to images of micropinches in X-pinches taken with x-ray radiography. Figure 12 confirms that hot spots in wire-array Z-pinches have a micropinch origin. Micropinches produce small, hot, and dense plasma objects in x-ray images (hot spots) during the collapse. The lifespan of hot spots in streak images is in the range of 0.6-2 ns. Micropinches generate a continuum spectrum in the keV spectral range. The axial size is 0.3-0.7 mm. Micropinches arise in necks on the Z-pinch in the stagnation stage. Necks represent an MHD instability in plasmas and can exist for >10 ns in small-diameter wire-array Z-pinches. One hot spot can radiate 1-2% of the total energy of the Z-pinch. A shot with a small-diameter cylindrical wire array produces 5-10 hot spots with a contribution of 10-20% to the total radiated energy. A detailed analysis of the dynamics of micropinches is presented in Ref. 60 .
D. Magnetic fields and current distributions in the Z-pinch and trailing plasma
Current distribution in the Z-pinch plasma is crucial for implosion and stagnation dynamics. Current in the trailing plasma decreases the efficiency of the Z-pinch implosion and the generation of x-ray radiation. Current plays an important role in the formation of instabilities and micropinches. For example, "disappearance" of current from the neck of a Z-pinch was reported in Ref. 61 . We used Faraday rotation diagnostics to measure magnetic fields and study the current distribution in wire-array Z-pinches. 35, 36, 61 Faraday rotation diagnostics can provide useful information about current distributions even if plasma density cannot be reconstructed.
62 Figure 13 electron density are measured. 23 The radial profile of the electron density can be calculated in a plasma with cylindrical or spherical symmetry using Abel inversion:
where w(y) is the phase shift, R 0 is the radius of the plasma column, y is the distance from the axis, K = 2e 2 l/(mc 2 ) in Gaussian units, l is the wavelength, e and m are the electron charge and mass, and c is the speed of light. The rotation angle of the plane of polarization, b, is calculated from the shadowgram, Faraday image, and their reference images as described in Ref. 33 . The profile of the magnetic field B(r) can also be reconstructed using Abel inversion:
where k = 2e 3 l 2 /(pm 2 c 4 ) in Gaussian units. The electron density n e (r) is calculated using Eq. (8) . Quantitative analysis of magnetic fields can reconstruct the distribution of current in the Z-pinch. Fig. 15(a) . Figure 1 (b) shows the magnetic field B(r) calculated using Eq. (9) and magnetic fields calculated with different models of the current distribution. 36 The dashed curves show the magnetic fields when 20% and 50% of current flows in a neck of diameter 0.2 mm. These magnetic fields differ from the experimental magnetic field shown by the solid curve. This means that current flows in a wide area, including the trailing plasma. The dashed-dotted curve shows the magnetic field of current I = 0.3 MA with a constant current density profile and a plasma diameter of 1.3 mm. The dotted curve shows a magnetic field with the same total current but in the case where the current density is enhanced in the neck by a factor of 5. This current distribution is in better agreement with the experimental curve. However, the current in a radius of 1.3 mm includes only ;70% of the current measured by the B-dots. This discrepancy may be explained by the fact that current also flows in the low-density plasma at larger radii. A low-density plasma is not seen in the interferogram at a wavelength of 266 nm.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Wire arrays have been studied at the 1 MA Zebra pulsed power generator using laser and x-ray diagnostics. Laser diagnostics at different wavelengths allow investigation of Z-pinch plasmas in all stages. Interferometry, shadowgraphy, schlieren, and Faraday diagnostics deliver data about plasma dynamics, density, gradients, and magnetic fields. Multiframe diagnostics shows plasma dynamics in wire arrays. The imploding plasma in low-wire-number cylindrical arrays has a bubble-like structure. Cascading in star wire arrays provides a smooth implosion plasma front and generation of a short powerful x-ray pulse. Some configurations of wire arrays exhibit ablation and implosion in the nonprecursor regime. Star loads with gates provide an opportunity for guiding ablation and imploding plasma flows.
UV laser diagnostics allows deep penetration into the dense Z-pinch plasma at the 1 MA generator. End-on UV probing reveals the structure of the precursor, with increased density at the edges of the plasma column. The dense pinch at stagnation is hidden in the trailing plasma. This trailing plasma is not transparent to diagnostics in the visible range. However, UV diagnostics shows strong MHD kink and sausage instabilities, and medium and small-scale instabilities in Z-pinch plasmas in the implosion and stagnation stages. Small-scale plasma perturbations with a characteristic size of 10-50 mm are seen in the highresolution UV channel. Electron plasma densities of (1-3) × 10 20 cm 23 were measured in the Z-pinch by interferometry at 266 nm.
UV probing of the Z-pinch in four directions reveals asymmetrical plasmas in some types of wire array. The asymmetry of the Z-pinch plasma should be taken into account in interpretation of data from plasma diagnostics. Two-frame UV diagnostics visualizes fast plasma motion in the dense Z-pinch at stagnation. This means that the stagnation stage is not static but may involve reconfiguration of plasma and the formation of breaks on the pinch. UV imaging diagnostics coupled with x-ray streak camera images shows the formation of a hot spot after the collapse of a micropinch on the neck of the Z-pinch. Hot spots generate a significant part of the x-ray energy in some types of wire array.
Faraday rotation diagnostics reveals the magnetic fields and the current distribution in the precursor and the dense Z-pinch. Redistribution of current into the trailing material near the pinch is seen during the stagnation stage. In the vicinity of the neck, current flows through a wide area, including the trailing plasma. End-on polarimetry reveals numerous features with characteristic sizes of 25-200 mm in the trailing plasma.
Deep UV diagnostics at a wavelength of 213 nm provides better probing capability in dense Z-pinch plasmas than diagnostics at 266 nm. Multicolor laser diagnostics can show plasma in a wide range of densities in a single laser shot. Further development of laser diagnostics will facilitate better understanding of the complicated physics of dense Z-pinches.
